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ABSTRACT
A project was conducted to study the

interrelationships of teacher and/or student classroom behavior as
measured by four different observation systems employed
simultaneously to assess a given teaching-learning situation.
Subjects were 71 student teachers each of whom was observed for 20
minutes during the latter half of his student teaching by a team of
four trained and reliable observers, each using a different
observation system. The four systems were 1) the Reciprocal Category
System (RCS) , a modification of the Flanders system of verbal
interaction analysis; 2) the Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Behavior
(FTCB), an operationalized modification of Bloom's Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives: Cognitive Domain; 3) the Teacher Practices
Obseration Record (TPOR) measuring teacher experimental and
nonexperimental behavior; and 4) the Taxonomy of Imagery Provocation
(TIP) to assess teacher behavior on a concrete to abstract
imagery-related continuum. Data was treated by a principal components
factor analysis program with varimax rotation; the rotated factor
matrix was analyzed to identify clusters of classroom behavior that
tend to group together on the basis of a common dimension or factor.
Findings revealed 11 such factors Several strong relationships were
found within one or more of the four instruments as well as between
pairs of ilistruoents. (Findings are discussed. Instruments are
included.) (JS)
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INTROMIN.

The emploraent of observational systems* as a technique for

securing data describing behavioral interaction in the classroom

is neither a novel nor an unusual research practice. Beginning

in the mid-forties with Withall's (9) work and continuing on up

to the present, more sophisticated instruments such as the OSCAR

(6), the Flanders system of interaction analysis (1), the Galla-

gher-Aschner system (5) , and the Teacher Practices Observational

Record (3) have been developed and used to produce sizeable amounts

of descriptive and meaningful data. It is not surprising then

that, to date, numerous studies ranging the entire, broad spec-

trum of classroom behavior have been reported--nearly all designed

to incorporate valid and reliable instruments to collect "objec-

tive" data in Which a great degree of confidence can be placed.

However, until just recently, in by far the majority of these

cases, an individual study was designed to employ only a single

observatioael system to assess a single dimension of classroom

behavior. It is in this regard that the present study departs

significantly from earlier studies of this sort: the present

study was designed to consider the simultaneous interaction of

four different behavioral dimensions in the same classroom setting.

*An observational system is any technique designed for the purpose

of identifying, examining, classifying, and quantifying specific

variables of a classroom teaching -learning situation.



This more recent practice of considering more than a single di-

mension of clasNroom behavior at a time is termed."multidimension-

ality." Operationally, it provides for the employment of several

(more than one) different observers to observe the same classroom

situation simultaneously, each observer using a different ob-

servational system.

Chronologically, the present study is rooted in and has

grown out of an earlier study that featured "multidimensionality"

reported by Wood (1969) (10). One hundred seventeen inservice

teacher subjects were studied in the Wood study, each subject

being observed by three different observers simultaneously, each

observer using a different observational system. Observational

data obtained by the three different instruments were processed

and treated by a principal components factor analysis program

with varimax rotation. Subsequently, clusters of classroom pro-

cess measures were identified which tend to associate together

on the basis of a common factor or dimension. In general, the

basic rationale and design employed in the Wood study served as

the model for designing the present study.

PURPOSE 911 illg STUDY

The purpose of the present study was to study the interre-

lationships of teacher and/or student classroom behaviors as

measured by four different observational systems employed simul-



taneously to assess a given teaching-learning situation. Because

the study was purposely conceived to be a pilot study and, there-

fore exploratory in nature, the above purpose was set forth as a

simple hypothesis, stated in the null (i.e., there will be no

intenelationships).

EOM
Seventy-one student teachers--twenty-two elementary and forty-

nine secondary--who were enrolled either as juniors or seniors in

the regular student teaching block at West Virginia University,

Spring, 1969 were studied as subjects. Prior to student teaching,

each subject had been trained to use both the Reciprocal Category

System (7) and the Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Behavior (4) as

techniques for analyzing his teaching behavior. In addition, each

subject had taken 1) a general methods course (including micro-

teaching experiences), 2) a special methods course (according to

his specialty field), and 3) an introductory course in educational

psychology.

Subjects were assigned randomly for student teaching assign-

ments according to subject areas. Subject area instructors super-

vised subjects throughout the sutdent teaching experience.

During the latter half of his student teaching experience,

each subject was observed for a period of approximately 20 minutes

by a teas of four trained and reliable observers, oath using a



different observational system. Data obtained from these ob-

servations represented the measures that were processed for final

study.

INSTRUMENTS

The four observational systems used to secure data in the

present study are the Reciprocal Category System (RCS) (7), the

Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Behavior (FTCB) (4)e the Teacher

Practices Observation Record (TPOR) (3), and the Taxonomy of

Imagery Provocation (TIP) (8).

The RCS, developed by Ober (7), is designed to assess the

verbal dimension of the classroom. A modification of the Flanders

system of interaction analysis, the system includes nine common

verbal categories, each of which can be assigned to either teacher

or student talk in addition to a single category reserved for

silence or confusion (re: Figure 1, Appendix).

Zhe PTCB, developed by Brown, Ober and Soar (4) is an op-

erationalized modification of Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives: Cognitive Domain (2). It includes a total of 55

single items which are divided into seven subdimensions: Know-

ledge, Translation, Interpretation, Application, Analysis, Syn-

thesis, and Evaluation. Provisions are made for measuring both

teacher and student behavior. Scoring procedures allow subscores

to be calculated for each of the seven subdimensions in addition



to a total composite score for both teacher and student (re:

Figure 2, Appendix) .

The TPOR, developed by Brown (3), consists of a total of

62 individual items. Predicated on a general hilospphy as

purported by John Dewey, items are arranged in dyadic order

so that the first item of a pair is a nonexperimental teacher

behavior and the second an experimental behavior (re: Figure 3,

Appendix).

The TIP, developed by Solomon (8) is designed to assess

teacher behavior on a concrete to abstract imagery related con-

tinuum. This continuum includes a lower concrete level, three

imagery related middle levels, and a higher abstract level. Dis-

tinct patterns of imagery related cognitive teacher behavior are

identified and the appropriateness with which teachers deal with

students at differing levels of cognitive maturity ccn be sub-

sequently evaluated by means of this instrument (re: Figure 4,

Appendix).

autimpan
Raw data yielded by the four observational systems, recorded

on data collection sheets in the classroom, were scored, processed,

etc. and, in turn, were punched on IBM cards in proper format to

be treated by a principal components factor analysis program

with varimax rotation. The rotated factor matrix was subsequently



analyzed in order to identify clusters of classroom beienviors

that tend to group together on the basis of a common dimension

or factor.

FINDINGS

Findings of the study are reported here in tabular form

Showing the variables that ware identified as being related and

therefore, clustered to form the 11 factors. Following each

factor table is an interpretation of that factor and/or a brief

discussion of its significance.

VARIABLE

Factor 1--AMAGERY

52 Total Imagery .97

46 Visual Concrete .81

49 Non Visual Representation .80

48 Visual Presentation .77

50 Visual Abstract A77

51 Non Visual Abstract .68

47 Non Visual Concrete .62

31 Student Cognition 4. Application .51

21 Teacher Cognition 2. Translation ,36

23 Teacher Cognition 4. Application .36

41 TPOR Experimentalism 6A Differentiation .35

24 Teacher Cognition 5, Analysis .34

45 Abstract without Imagery -.81



Factor 1 rather clearly represents imagery. The highest

loading total use of imagery (.97), identifies the positive di-

rection of the factor while Abstract teaching behavior Without

Imagery (-Al) defines the negative pole.

Within the dimension of imagery are relationships involving

the concrete-abstract continuum of (mental) cognitive operation

and the nature of the imagery (visual, etc.). The higher the

loading of a variable the more closely it is astiated with the

total use of imagery. Thus, concrete cognitive operation is most

closely associated with imagery, followed by representation, and

then abstract. As teachers moved away from concrete cognitive

behavior toward abstract behavior, their accompanying imagery

decreased. The one exception to this finding is the non-visual

concrete variable which has the lowest loading of any of the

variables with imagery.

Some cross dimensional relationships were found although

the loadings were not extremely high. Only one level of student

cognition (4. Application) was related to imagery; yet three

levels of teacher cognition (2. Translation, 4. Application,

and 5. Analysis) load on the cactor. The experimental dimension

is represented in Factor 1, (Differentiation, .35).



FACTOR 2--WARM CLASSROOM CLIMATE,

VARIABLE
LOADING

11 Student Warm Climate .98

12 Student Acceptance .98

17 Student Directions .95

14 Student Questions .86

1 Teachar Warms Climate .80

18 Student Correction .74

13 Student Amplify - Clarify .57

Factor 2 shows a broad range of student verbal behavior

coupled with one category of teacher verbal behavior, Warming

the climate. Students are found to Warm the climate, Accept

the behemior of others, extend and clarify ideas; and, in the

same context, are found to ask questions, give direntions, and

correct responses of fellow students. Apparently, a warm cli-

mate increases the student's range of verbal alternatives, a

range which is traditionally restricted to more or less narrow

responses and, sometimes, questions.



FACTOR 3--STUDENT COGNITIVE

VARIABLE
NUMBER

LOADING

33 Student Cognition 6. Synthesis 0,82

27 Teacher Cognition Median .74

35 Student Cognition Median .73

24 Teacher Cognition S. Analysis .72

32 Student Cognition 5. Analysis .68

34 Student Cognition 6, Evaluation .67

25 Teacher Cognition 6. Synthesis .42

31 Student Cognition 4. Application .30

38 Experimental Development of Ideas .30

Factor 3 is composed of measures involving high level student

and teacher cognition. Eight of the nine measures on this fac-

tor show relationships between student and teacher cognitive

behavior. The remaining measure, Development of Ideas, comes

from the experimental dimension of classroom behavior.

In interpreting Factor 3, the most generalized statement which

can be made is that high level student cognition is closely re-

lated to high level teacher cognition where ideas are developed

within an experimental framework. More specifically, the clo-

sest loadings between teacher and student cognition are the

median scores. (teacher median, .747 student median,.73)



It is interesting to note that the four highest levels of

cognition for students load on the factor while only two dis-

tinct levels of teacher cognition appear. Also, the variable

with the highest loading is one measuring student cognition,

suggesting that this factor represents a system of relationships

in which student cognitive behavior is central.

FACTOR 4--COOL CLASSROOM CLIMATE

VARIABLE
NUMBER

LOADING

1111NOI

19 Student Cool Climate .90

3 Teacher Amplify - Clarify Ideas .89

5 Teacher Answer Questions .84

8 Teacher Correction .79

7 Teacher Directions .72

2 Teacher Acceptance .69

13 Student Amplification .62

This factor presents an unusual combination of measures

from the RCS. Student climate cooling, (Category 19) although

rarely observed in the classroom, has the highest loading (.90)

and must be taken to represent the direction of the factor.

Loading in the same direction are several diverse measures of

teacher verbal' behavior, some of which were not expected to

show a relationship to student climate cooling. For example,



teacher Acceptance, variable #2, and teacher Correction, variable

*8 are at opposite ends of the affective continuum and should

not appear together in a climate cooled by students. Moreover,

teacher Directions, variable #7, and Amplification, varible #30

load in opposite directions on a bipolar factor reported in a

previous study. (10)

In order to find a plausible explanation for Factor 4, the

RCS raw data were examined. Using student climate cooling as

a tracer variable, it was learned that those subjects. whose

students scored high on climate cooling exhibited a consistent

pattern of verbal behavior ciifferent from that of other subjects.

The pattern found was an erratic one where teachers were abruptly

swinging from one category to its counterpart (Correction follow-

ed immediately by Acceptance, etc.) Thus, it is suggested that

the pattern of verbal behavior is central in this set of re-

lationships.

FACTOR 5--ATRucTRIDNAMMIMULIMAMMEE21

VARIABLE
NUMBER

LOADING

15 Student Answer Questions .86

4 Teacher Quertions .81

36 Experimentalism 1. Nature of Situation .46

26 Teacher Cognition 7. Evaluation .31

53 Grade Level -.31

6 Teacher Initiation (Lecture) -.32

16 Student Initiation -.38



Factor 5, a bi-polar factor, shows two diverse types of rather

conventional teacher-student classroom interaction. The positive

pole is composed of teacher question-student answer measures with

their attendant variables, experimental Nature of the Situation

on the TPOR, and the highest level of teacher cognition, Evalua-

tion, The negative pole of the factor shows relationships among

Student Initiation, Teacher Initiation and grade level.

On this factor we find a question-answer teaching technique

to be positively related to an experimental classroom situation,

and the highest level of teacher cognition. The negative re-

lationship between student-teacher initiation, and question-answer

behavior suggests that these subjects lid not use these two di-

verse techniques interchangably.

Adding further clarification on Factor 5 is the grade level

variables which suggests that higher grade levels (secondary)

are positively associated with Teacher Initiation (lecture) and

student initiation but negatively related to Teacher Questions

and Student Answers.

FACTOR 6-numagmaNPANI

VARIABLE
NUMBER

LOADING

43 EXPERIMENTALISM SCORE .92

42 TP01 7 .86

37 TPOR 2 .75

38 TPOR 3 .72

40 TPOR 5 .68

39 TPOR 4 .58

41 TPOR 6 .46

36 TPOR 1 .40



Factor 6 in composed exclusively of experimentalism measures.

The higher the magnitude of loading for a TPOR category, the

more closely is that category related to experimentalism. Three

of the TPOR categories, 1, 3, and 6 appeared on other factors

in the study suggesting less. specificity of usage than those

categories Which appeared only on Factor 6. In fact, one cate-

gory, 1. Nature of the Situation has a higher loading on Factor

5 than on the experimentalism factor.

FACTOR 7--CONCRETE COGNITION VS ABSTRACT

VARIABLE LORDING

26 Teacher Cognition 7. Evaluation -.65

47 Non-Visual Concrete with Imagery -.45

36 Experimentalism 1. Nature of Situation -.31

51 Non-Visual Abstract with Imagery .35

Factor 7 shows the relationship again between the highest

level of teacher cognition, evaluation, and an experimental

classroom situation.

Loading in the same direction as the above mentioned measures

is measure 47, Non-visual Concrete With Imagery. Thus, we find

that teachers in this case were providing concrete cognition with-

in an experimental classroom situation. Loading in the opposite

direction is measure 51, teachers providing abstract experiences

to provoke non-visual imagery.



VARIABLEDER
6

16

7

10

FACTOR 8-- INITIATION VS sumsvs

LOADING

TEACHER INITIATION .52

STUDENT INITIATION .41

TEACHER DIRECTIONS -.39

SILENCE AND/OR CONFUSION -.85

Student and Teacher Initiation load in the same direction on

this factor as they did on Factor 5. Loading in the opposite

direction are Teacher Directions and Silence (or confusion).

Previous studies have shown a close relationship between Teacher

Directions and Silence. (silence normally follows directions)

Teacher and Student Initiation do not always show: such a'close re-

lationship (i,e. Factor 11). Rather simply, Factor 8 Appears to

indicate that Teacher and Student Initiation occur within the

same context, but not together with Teacher Directions and

Silence and/or Confusion.

FACTOR 9TEACHER comnal

VARIABLE
LOADING

.=a0111.,

20 TEACHER COGNITION 1. KNOWLEDGE .82

22 TEACHER COGNITION 3. INTERPRETATION .73

21 TEACHER COGNITION 2. TRANSLATION .57

23 TEACHER COGNITION 4. APPLICATION .54

28 STUDENT COGNITION 1. KNOWLEDGE .54



On this factor, the first four levels of teacher cognition ap-

pear in close relationship to the first level of student cognition,

Knowledge. This finding is consistent with a previous one (10)

in which a close relationship appeared repeatedly between teacher

and student cognition at the Knowledge level.

Teacher cognition is central on this factor and only the

lowest student cognitive level, Knowledge, appears to be related.

A contrasting set of relationships within the cognitive dimension

was found on Factor 3 where student cognition was central, as it

is on this factor, student cognition tends to remain at the Know-

ledge level,

FACTOR 10--CONCRETE VS ABSTRACT WITHOUT IMAGERY

VARIABLE
AMBER

44

25

45

Factor 10 shows a positive relationship between teacher

cognition at the Synthesis level, and Concrete classroom exper-

iences Without Imagery. Abstract teacher behavior Without Imagery

loads negatively. Probably the most important finding from Factor

10 is that the aspect of concreteness rather than the aspect of

imagery is more closely related to teacher synthesis.

411
LOADING

CONCRETE WITHOUT IMAGERY .66

TEACHER COGNITION 6. SYNTHESIS .44

ABSTRACT WITHOUT IMAGERY -.32



FACTOR 11-7MISIM-SILUMMEAMPLZOLOUAR
VS TE& IU MIT Th 121

VARIABLE
R

LOADING

29 STUDENT COGNITION 2. TRANSLATION .67

30 STUDENT COGNITION 3. INTERPRETATION .59

28 STUDENT COGNITION 1. KNOWLEDGE .51

16 STUDENT INITIATION .38

53 GRADE LEVEL -.47

6 TEACHER INITIATION -.59

Factor 11 presents an interesting set of relationships. Meas-

ures 6 and 16, Teacher and Student Initiation, appear together

for the third time, however, in this case, they load in opposite

directions. As grade level increases, Teacher Initiation increase'',

but Student Initiation, and three levels of cognition, decrease.

Thus Teacher Initiation, while related positively to Student

Initiation in some dimensions of classroom behavior, has a nega-

tive relationship to Student Initiation as it appears within the

cognitive dimension.

CONCLUSIONS

For the most part, findings of the present study were con-

sistent with previous similar studies (Wood '69) even though an

additional dimension of classroom behavior (imagery) was measured

and the subjects were teacher trainees rather than inservice teachers



When student cognitive behavior is central, the level of

cognition tends to be high (Analysis, Synthesis, Evaluation) and

related to similarly 'high levels of teacher cognition (Analysis,

Synthesis) (Factor 3). Whel teacher cognition is central, stu-

dent cognitive behavior is likely to remain fixed at the lowest

cognitive level, Knowledge (Factor 9). Although the nature of

the evidence supports that this conclusion be accepted tentatively,

indications are clear that the role of studtints in the classroom,

whether central or peripheral, is important to the cognitive as

well as the affective dimension of classroom behavior.

Higher levels of teacher cognition (Analysis, Synthesis,

Evaluation) are closely related to the Taxonomy of Image Provo-

cation. It is interesting to note, however, that the highest

levels of teacher cognition (Synthesis and Evaluation) vary more

directly along the concrete-abstract continuum than with the

provocation of imagery as such. Synthesis level cognition is

positively related to Concrete, Behavior Without Imagery, and

negatively related to Abstract Without Imagery. Evaluation

level cognition is related to Concrete Behavior With Imagery,

negatively related to Abstract Behavior With Mmagery. Thus, we

may reach the conclusion that these highest levels of teachers

cognition (Synthesis And Evaluation) are positively related to

concrete classroom experiences, whether with or without imagery,



and negatively related to abstract classroom experiences whether

with or without imagery. It is the aspect of concreteness,

rather than that of imagery which appears to he congruent with

high level teacher cognition. Evidence to support this conclu-

sion may be found in Factor 7 and Factor 10.

Experimental teacher practices, as measured by the TPOR,

show rather consistent relationships to teacher and student cog-

nitive behavior. The Development of Ideas category of Experi-

mentalism appears of Factor 3 along with student-teacher co9lition,

Such pract,ces as "T asks P to suggest alternative answers," "T

sks P to judge comparative value of answers or suggestions,"

"T entertains even wild or far-fetched suggestion of P," "T

asks P to support answer or opinion with evidence," "T encourages

P to guess or hypothesize about the unknown or untested," are

related to student Synthesis (Creativity), Analysis, Evaluation

and Application. Telcher cognition at the Analysis and Synthesis

levels are also congruent with the above experimental practices,

The highest level of teacher cognition, Evaluation is closely

related to an experimental "Nature of the Situation" by virtue

of loading together on two separate factors. An experimental

setting where "T makes P center of attention," "T has P participate

actively," "T joins or participates in P's activities," "T

encourages P to express self freely," and teacher Evaluation



level cognition are mutually facilitative. Evidence to support

this conclusion may be found in Factors 5 and 7.

As teachers increase their use of climate warming behavior,

as measured by the RCS, students increase their classroom par-

ticipation and verbal flexibility. This conclusion, supported

by Factor 2 in the present study, ii similar to findings of

several previous studies (i.e. Withall, Flanders, Anderson,

Hough, Ober, Wood, et al) .

Teachers consistently express a desire to increase student

participation, to motivate studentse "reach" students. The

cumulative weight of evidence suggests that student classroom

participation is closely related to the nature of the aocio-

emotional climate, and, further, that the warmer the climate

(or the more "indirect" the teacher behavior) the more likely

students will participate actively. Students are not threatened

in a warm climate and are less reluctant to express themselves

freely and openly.

The erratic use of divergent categories of teacher verbal

behavior is related to student climate cooling. This conclusion

is reached only with greatest caution, since much of the support

is rather subjective (Factor 4).



Teacher initiation (lecture) and student initiation are

positively related to each other and to grade level, but nega-

tively related to teacher questions, convergent student responses,

and teacher evaluation level cognition. Or, more simply, as

teacher and student initiation and grade level increase, the

negatively related measures decrease. Supporting evidence for

this conclusion is found in Factor 5.

Such a conclusion implies that claimroom management approach-

es vary with grade level. At lower grade levels, a question-

answer approach is prevalent but, as grade level increases so

do teacher initiation (lecture) and student initiation. Further

relationships involving student and teacher initiation were

discussed on two additional factors. Factor 8 shows teacher

and student initiation positively related to each other, but

negatively related to teacher directions and silence. In Factor

11, student initiation is positively related to three levels of

student cognition, while teacher initiation and grade level load

oppositely. Findings in these related factors suggest that

teacher and student initiation are mutually compatible in the

affective dimension, but contra-productive when coupled with

the cognitive dimension of classroom behavior.

The purpose of this study was set forth in a simple hypothe-

sis, stated in the null, that there would be no interrelationships



among the four measured dimensions of classroom behavior. Such

an hypothesis would have to be quickly rejected since several

strong relationships were round within one or more of the four

instruments as well as between pairs of instruments used in the

study.
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RCS

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher

TABLE --VARIABLES,

Warms Climate
Acceptance
Clarification, Extension of Student Ideas
Questions
Answers Questions
Initiation (lecture)
Directions

Teacher Corrects Students
Teacher Cools Climate
Silence and/or Confusion
Students Warm Climate
Student Acceptance
Students Clarify, Extend Ideas of Others
Student Questions
Student Answers Questions (Narrow Response)
Student Initiation (or Broad Response)
Student Directions
Student Corrects Teacher or Other Students
Students Cool Climate

FTCB

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student
Student

Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition
Cognition

- Knowledge
- Translation
- Interpretation
- Application
- Analysis
- Synthesis
- Evaluation
- Median
- Knowledge
- Translation
- Interpretation
- Application
- Analysis
- Synthesis
- Evaluation
- Median



TPOR

36. Nature of Situation
37. Nature of Problem
38. Development of Ideas

39. Use of Subject Matter

40. Evaluation
41. Differentiation
42. Motivation - Control

43. Total Experimental Score

TIP

44. Concrete Without Imagery

45. Abstract Without Imagery

46. Visual. Concrete

47. Non-Visual Concrete
48. Visual Representation
49. Non-Visual Representation
50. Visual Abstract
51. Non-Visual Abstract
52. Total Imagery
53. Grade Level



FIGURE 1-SUMMARY OF CATEGORIES FOR

THE RECIPROCAL CATEGORY SYSTEM



Category Number
Assigned to Party 1*

CATEGORY DESCRIPTIONS
FOR THE

RECIPROCAL CATEGORY SYSTEM

Category Number
Description of Verbal Behavior Assigned to Party 2**

1 NAME" (INTORMALIZES) THE CLIMATE: Tends to open up and/or eliminate 11
the tension of the situation; praises or encourages the action, behavior,
comments, ideas, and/or contributions of another; jokes that release
tension not at the expense of others; accepts and clarifies the feel-
ing tone of another in * friendly manner (feelings may be positive or
negative; predicting or recalling the feelings of another are included).

2 ACCEPTS: Accepts the action, behavior, comments, ideas, and/or con- 12
tributions of another; positive reinforcement of these.

3 AMPLIFIES THEsgmmllogoLgauggs Asks for clarification of, 13
builds on, and/or develops the action, behavior, comments, ideas and/
or contributions of another.

4 UMW Asks a question or requests information about the content
subject, or procedure being considered with the intent that another
should answer (respond).

5 'WORDS: Gives direct answer or response to questions or requests
for information that are initiated by another; includes answers to
ones own questions.

6 INIT IS: Presents facts, information, and/or opinion concerning
the content, subject, or procedures being considered that are self-
initiated; expresses ones own ideas; lectures (includes rhetorical
questions--not intended to be answered).

14

15

16

7 DIRECTS: Gives directions, instructions, orders, and/or assignments 17
to which another is expected to comply.

S CORRECTS: Tells another that his answer or behavior is inappropriate 13
or incorrect.

9 "comicimpAmmamig,...Na: Makes statements intended to 19
modify the behavior of another from an inappropriate to an appro-
priate pattern; may tend to crests a certain amount of tension
(i.e., bawling out someone, exercising authority in order to gain
or maintain control of the situation, rejecting or criticising the
opinion or judgment of another).

10 SILENCE Oft CONFUSION: Pauses, short periods of silence, and periods 20
of confusion in which communication cannot be understood by the ob-
server.

111....1.111.0

*Category numbers assigned to issbana, when used in classroom situation.
**Category numbers assigned to Student lalkimben used in classroom situation.



FIGURE 2 -CIE FLORIDA TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR



FLORIDA TAXONOMY OF COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR

Directions

The Florida Taxonomy of Cognitive Behavior provides a framework

for observing and recording the cognitive behavior of the teacher and

students in a classroom. Your role as an observer is to watch and

listen for signs of the behavior described and to record the behavior

as it occurs.

There are five (5) separate 6-minute observation and marking

periods in each 30-minute visit to the classroom. These are indicated

by the column headings I, II, III, IV, and V. During period 1, as

you observe the behavior of the tea9her and students, go down the

list of items and place a check (0 in the T column (teacher behavior)

anti /or P column (pupil behavior) beside all items you saw occur. Leave

blank all the items that did not occur or for which you cannot make a

discrimination. A particular item is marked only once in a given

column, no matter how many times that behavior occurs within the 6-

minute observation period.

Repeat this process for the second 6-minute period, marking in

Column II. Repeat again for the third, fourth, and fifth 6-minute

periods, mark' in Columns III, IV, and V. Please add the total

number of (y) recorded in Columns I through V for each teacher or

pupil behavior and record in the columns headed TOT. There may bs

from 0 to 5 is for each item.

Name of Teacher
"ww1=1111111M

School

Grade & Subject
IMO

Date

Nam of Observer
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TEACHER COMPETENCE RESEARCH PROJECT

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32603

TEACHER'S CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

Name of Date
Teacher (MONTH) (DAY) (YEAR)

School (CITY) (STATE)

Name of
Grade, Subject Observer-judge

The teacher's classroom behavior is observed, evalu-
ated, and recorded in this booklet, which contains:

I. TEACHER PRACTICES OBSERVATION RECORD

II. CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

III. OBSERVER-JUDGE'S COMMENTS

IV. TEACHER EVALUATION

V. RECOMMENDATION FOR CERTIFICATION

The observer-judge should complete I during his obser-
vation of the teacher in the classroom, II, MI N, and V at
the end or immediately following the observation.



TEACHER PRACTICES OBSERVATION RECORD

TOT I II III TEACHER PRACTICES

1. T makes self center of attention.
2. T makes p center of attention.
3. T makes some thing itself center of p's attention.
4. T makes doing something center of p's attention.
5. T has p spend time waiting, watching, listening.

6. T has p participate actively.
7. T remains aloof or detached from p's activities.
8. T joins or participates in p's activities.
9. T discourages or prevents p from expressing self freely.

10. T encourages p to express self freely.

11. T organizes learning around Q posed by T.
12. T organizes learning around p's own problem or Q.
13. T prevents situation which causes p doubt or perplexity.
14. T involves p in uncertain or incomplete situation.

III15. T steers p away from "hard" Q or problem.
16. T leads p to Q or problem which "stumps" him.
17. T emphasizes gentle or pretty aspects of topic.
18. T emphasizes distressing or ugly aspects of topic.
19. T asks Q that p can answer only if he studied the lesson.
20. T asks Q that is not readily answerable by study of lesson.

21, T accepts only one answer as being correct.I 22. T asks p to suggest additional or alternative answers.
23. T expects p to come up with answer T has in mini.
24. T asks p to judge comparative value of ans; , ... » suggestions.

25. T expects p to "know" rather than to guess swbworz to 9...
26. T encourages p to guess or hypothesize about the unknown or untested.
27. T accepts only answers or suggestions closely related to topic.
28. T entertains even "wild" or far-fetched suggestion of p.
29. T lets p "get by" with opinionated or stereotyped answer.

j30. T asks p to support answer or opinion with evideicice.



TOT I II III TEACHER PRACTICES

31. T collects and analyzes subject matter for p.
32. T as p make his own collection and analysis of subject matter.
33. T provides p with detailed facts and information.
34. T has p find detailed facts and information on his own.
35. T relies heavily on textbook as source of information.
36. T makes a wide range of informative material available.
37. T accepts and uses inaccurate information.
38. T helps p discover and correct factual errors and inaccuracies.
39. T permits formation of misconceptions and over-generalizations.
40. T questions misconceptions, faulty logic, unwarranted conclusics.

41. T passes judgment on p's behavior or work.
42. T withholds judgment on p's behavior or work.
43. T stops p from going ahead with plan which T knows will fail.
44. T encourages p to put his ideas to a test.
45. T immediately reinforces p's answer as "right" or "wrong".
46. T has p decide when Q has been answered satisfactorily.
47. T asks another p to give answer if one p fails to answer quickly.

48. T asks p to evaluate his own work.
49. T provides answer to p who seems confused or puzzled.
50. T gives p time to sit and think, mull things over.

51. T has ,till p working at same task at same time.
52. T has different p working at different tasks.
53. T holds all p responsible for certain material to be learned.

54. T has p work independently on what concerns p.
55. T evaluates work of all p by a set standard.
56. T evaluates work of different p by different standards.

57. T motivates p1.4.-.:, privileges, prizes, grades.
58. T motivates p with intrinsic value of idea); or activity.
59. T approaches subject matter in direct, business-like way.
60. T approaches subject matter in indirect, informal way.

61. T imposes external disciplinary control on p.

62. T encourages self-discipline on part of p.



IL CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

DIRECTIONS

At the end of the thirty-minute observation period the

Classroom Behavior Rating Scale is to be used to record your

overall impressions of both the teacher's behavior and the

behavior of the pupils. The scale includes thirteen dimensions

of teacher behavior and four dimensions of pupil behavior,

which are represented by pairs of adjectives, such as

ALOOF--APPROACHABLE, UNRESPONSIVERESPONSIVE,

HARSH -- KINDLY, and so forth. These behavior dimensions are

described in detail in the Glossary on pages 6-10 iii this booklet.

To complete the Classroom Behavior Rating Scale you begin

by studying the descriptive examples of the ALOOF--APPROACH-

ABLE dimension of teacher behavior in the Glossary. Decide at

which point on the continuum of behavior ranging from one to

six you would rate the teacher. Circle the appropriate value on

the rating scale. Proceed to the dimension UNRESPONSIVE- -

RESPONSIVE, study the glossary and rate the teacher. Continue

in a similar manner until values on all dimensions of teacher

behavior and pupil behavior have been assigned.



TAXONOMY OF IMAGE PROVOCATION PROFILE

Gerard Solomon

Directions

The Taxonomy of Image Provocation Profile, provides a'
means of observing and recording the image provoking be-
havior of the teacher in the classroom. Your role as an
observer is to watch and listen for signs of the behavior
described, and to record whether or not it was observed.

There are twelve (12) separate 2-minute observation
periods in each 24 minute visit to the classroom. During
each of the two minute observation periods place a check
mark in an appropriate imagery level category as the be-
havior is exhibited. Only if no imagery is provoked during
the 2- minute period should the PROVOKES NO IMAGERY section
be marked. At the end of the 12th marking period add up the
totals for each classification and record these in the first

column, headed TOT.

Name of Teacher Date

School

1.11111..
Subject and Grade

Name of Observer



TAXONCMY OF IMAGE PROVOCATION PROFILE

TOT PROVOKES NO IMAGERY

.0 USES CONCRETE WITHOUT IMAGEY

.00 USES ABSTRACT WITHOUT IMAGERY

TOT 1.00 USES CONCRETE TO PROVOKE IMAGERY

1.10 PROVOKES VISUAL IMAGE

.0.1111

1.20 PROVOKES AUDITORY IMAGE

1,30 PROVOKES ORG, KIN, OR TACT
IMAGE

1.40 PROVOKES OLFACTORY IMAGE

1.50 PROVOKES GUSTATORY IMAGE

2.00 USES REPRESENTATION TO PROVOKE IMAGERY

1 2.10 PROVOKES VISUAL IMAGE

2.20 PROVOKES AUDITORY IMAGE

2.30 PROVOKES ORG, KIN, OR TACT
IMAGE

2.40 PROVOKES OLFACTORY IMAGE

2.50 PROVOKES GUSTATORY IMAGE

3.00 USES ABSTRACTION TO PROVOKE IMAGEY

3.10 PROVOKES VISUAL IMAGE

3.20 PROVOKES AUDITORY IMAGE

01.1.0111 3.30 PROVOKES ORG, KIN, OR TACT
IMAGE

3.40 PROVOKES OLFACTORY IMAGE

3.50 PROVOKES GUSTATORY IMAGE



DAT' OBSZRVER

TIP PROFILE

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT

IMAGERY
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